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First of all welcome to Phraim and 
thanks for Downloading us. 

Well threes the charm right. This 
being the magical number hopefully 
our wish will come true. What I 
mean is wouldn’t it be rad if this 
time we get famous not just me and 
my witty banter I mean all of my 
delightful sexy and wildly intelligent 
contributors. How awesome would 
it be if everyone who has a photo 
in here gets showered with money. 
Money and praise. 

Like dump trucks drive to our front 
door and ring the bell and then we are 
all like “hello is someone there” and 
then we scream “OH GOD” as we 
are buried in goddamn river of filthy 
cash. Loose bills all denominations 
and I mean Canadian bills because 
they are the most colorful it will be 
like getting crushed with a rainbow 
of freedom.

We won’t even care when the 
sheer weight of our new fortune 

lacerates our spleen and breaks 
our arm. We can buy the best bed 
in traction. With $300 pillows that 
are stuffed with real goose down 
and not that poly-fibre eco raspy 
scratchy imitation stuff either. Then 
when we get better and healed we 
can go home and start to spend our 
mountain. 

We can all retire a get giant and 
fat and roll around in jewels and 
then since we are giant fat rich slobs 
we will be all sweaty and the jewels 
will stick to our pasty clammy cellulite 
skin and we will have to get our 
hired staff with accents to gingerly 
pick them out of our filthy disgusting 
dermal layer.

After that the main feature can 
be just photos of stacks of cash and 
expensive shiny shit we want to brag 
about. It will be the pdf equivalent 
of a rap video. We’ll have hummers 
with diamond spinners and solid 
gold steering wheels. We’ll get 

grills for our teeth made out or the 
crystallized moon dust or whatever 
else we can think of that would 
cost more than a house. We can 
each build a castle and have water 
balloon fights between them with 
those illegal 3 man water balloon 
launchers that we smuggle in.

Yes I could go on further... a lot 
further believe me. Instead however 
I will say a few words about this 
months feature although its not giant 
stacks of cash is something better. 
It’s something that sometimes costs 
us stacks of cash in health bills 
or replacing shit that got broke. 
Sometimes they just cost a fortune to 
get because they are rare or hard 
to get. 

Animals that’s what were talking 
about here. Those lovable hug fest 
motherfuckers. I being a confirmed 
animal lover and brimming with 
glee to bust out my photos taken 
everywhere from the zoo to the  dog 
park.

At first I though just pets would 
do it but then I got the amazing 
Panther and lion pictures from one 
miss Christa van Gend  and I really 
wanted to use my bird pictures so 
I just opened ‘er up and made the 
exception on pretty much anything 
that was an animal. You will see that 
this even involves animals made of 
plastic.

Remember to make sure to check 
out every one’s personal sites 
through the link to the right. They all 
have wicked wicked pictures.

-dale
P.S. Also submit your shit... dinks.
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Outside is the section where we in raw terms we present photos that were 
taken outside. Here you will find Landscape, Cityscape and everything in 
between. 

In this Issue we take a look at animals. Animals are nutoriously difficult 
to photograph because usually they cannot be directed and it is always 
uncertain how long anyone pose will be held. But if your part lucky and 
skilled you will get an amazing shot.

People is the section for the human figure. Whether its portraits or action 
shots if it’s has a Human being as the subject matter this is where you will 
find it.

Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. With different 
types of lighting and a restricted subect matter this is one of the toughest 
settings to shoot.
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Brodie: Dale De Ruiter

Barbara Breitenbach
www.flickr.com/photos/scerpica/

Bitsy Humbucker
brechti

http://flickr.com/photos/25685299@N06/
.Cavin

http://flickr.com/photos/-cavin-/
Calvin Sun 

http://flickr.com/photos/superesc/
Christa van Gend

www.flickr.com/photos/chrizzie1979/
cmakin

http://flickr.com/photos/cmakin/
Dale De Ruiter

www.flickr.com/photos/5317/
Demonika

www.demonikaclothing.com
dkeyjon

http://flickr.com/photos/dkeyjon/
Dylan Martin

http://flickr.com/photos/dylanmartin/
Florian Jirschik

www.flickr.com/photos/knirsch_knarz/
James Watkins

http://flickr.com/photos/23737778@N00/
Jacqueline Louter

www.jaxpix.nl
Kailey Moore

Mike Eng
www.pureawesome.net

Pete Roberts
http://www.flickr.com/photos/22109627@N03/

Rose Moraes
http://flickr.com/photos/rose_moraes/

Stephanie
www.flickr.com/photos/tragic_eyes/

Wayne Beaven
http://flickr.com/photos/grungehouse/

If you would like to become a fine member 
of our awesome team and recieve free high 
fives. Also up for offer is massive amounts 

of radness by association just visit the 
Magazines flickr page at 

http://www.flickr.com/groups/phraim/
or adversly you can email us at 

phraimmag@gmail.com

The Cake Is a lie: 
THS productions

Delicious box drawing:
5317 aesthetics
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Outside is the section where 
in raw terms we present 
photos that were taken 

outside. Here you will find 
Landscape, Cityscape and 

everything in between. 
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Flight Path: Dale De Ruiter
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Arches Moonscape 160E bw: JamesWatkins
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Stars (Frontside): Florian Jirschik
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En una de esas tardes naranjas: Dylan Martin
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Lake Vyrnwy (16-02-08): Pete Roberts
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como uma onda do mar...: Rose Moraes

façades: dkeyjon
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Iron Bubbles: Florian Jirschik
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winter tanne: brechti
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Clouds: Dale De Ruiter
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Windshield #2: Wayne Beaven
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On track: Florian Jirschik
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cash: Wayne Beaven
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dales brain: Dale De Ruiter
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Beinn a Fhurain from Ben More Assynt (09-06-07): Pete Roberts
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Light Streaks Spin: Dale De Ruiter
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Moss: Wayne Beaven
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mar 24 2008b: Dale De Ruiter

Worship Here: Demonika

light,lighter,lightst: dkeyjon
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Friday Night Lights: dkeyjon
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I can fly: .Cavin
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Feb 16 2008: Dale De Ruiter
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Black Jag: Christa van Gend
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Lioness: Christa van Gend

Bacon: Kailey Moore

Good Friday: Calvin Sun
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Panter: Christa van GendPink Birdz: Dale De Ruiter
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Panda Deer: Dale De Ruiter



Two Planes Shooting at Eachother: Dale De Ruiter
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Yeah Yeah Yeahs: Dale De Ruiter
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Rabbit Lunge: Dale De RuiterDog On Log: Bitsy Humbucker
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Yeah Yeah Yeahs: Dale De Ruiter
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Rabbit Lunge: Dale De RuiterDog On Log: Bitsy Humbucker



Giraffes: Dale De Ruiter
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Dog On Art: Bitsy Humbucker
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some moo joke: Mike Eng



People is the section for the 
human figure. Whether its 
portraits or action shots if it’s 
has a Human being as the 
subject matter this is where 
you will find it.

Shadow Painting 2: Jacqueline Louter

people
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Shadow Painting 1: Jacqueline Louter
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Shadow Painting 4: Jacqueline Louter
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Shadow Painting 3: Jacqueline Louter
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DSC_3785: cmakin
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Xanadu: Stephanie
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ScErPIcA: Barbara Breitenbach
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veronika 02: Wayne Beaven
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Scorpio: Wayne Beaven



The Eye: .Cavin
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Blur face: Dale De Ruiter
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Into The Void: Stephanie

Wait...: Barbara Breitenbach
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Diving Dwarf: Florian Jirschik
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Inside is the section where you’ll find anything under a roof. 
With different types of lighting and a restricted subect matter 
this is one of the toughest settings to shoot.

Red Door: Barbara Breitenbach

inside



Yucca Cane: Dale De Ruiter
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Acqua e Olio: Florian Jirschik
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Hot Tulip: Florian Jirschik
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on the kitchen table: Barbara Breitenbach
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matrjoschka in line: Barbara Breitenbach

filtered light?@1O.54 PM: dkeyjon
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Strawberry: .Cavin
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Twigs and leaves: Dale De Ruiter
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